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Leaving fro. Portland jetport today

Chancellor McNeil invited to more California job talks
Recent speculation that UM Chancellor
Donald R. McNeil may be seeking another
job due to the election of James LongIcy as
governor was enhanced yestereday when
the chancellor's office announced McNeil
would leave Portland today for a series of
talks with California state officials
concerning the position of director of that
state's newly formed Post-secondary
Education Commission.
McNeil was invited to California by state
officials. McNeil has talked with the state
officials twice previously concerning the
requirements of the job. as recently as two
weeks ago.
The 23-member education commission
was created by the California legislature to
act as a watchdog os er all of the state's
post-secondary
institutions, including
public, private and proprietary . According
to the UM chancellor, the director would
serve in an advisory capacity to the
California state legislature. advising
legislator as to which institutions should be
receiving state money, and how much.
According to a story in today's Bangor
Daily News there are certain aspects of the

Donald McNeil

=AC

dirt .tor's job which interest McNeil. while
he does not go along with other aspects of
the job. Referring to the director's job, he
said the "task is temendous" and "very
political."
When originally approached by the
California officials. McNeil
publicly
indicated he did not actively' pursue the job
because he was sufficently "satisfied" and
"challenged" by his job as UM chancellor.
There is speculation. however. that
Longley's election has changed McNeil's

attitude.
The day after theslection results were in
McNeil privately agreed he was in a
ticklish position. Publicly, however, the
chancellor insisted the new governor would
pose no problems for him.
Since the election. Longley has not
commented on statements he made during
his campaign that McNeil would never
have been hired as UM chancellor if he had
had anything to do with filling the
chancellor's position.
McNeil has been looking at the
California position for "a long time—long
before Longley became a serious contender

in the gubernatorial race," according to
one Campus source. McNeil was first
contacted by a California official last
summer, the source added.
"He's serious about the California job. but
there are certain freedoms he'd want to
have with the job. and he's got to find out
how much freedom he would have." the
source said.
McNeil has said he is high on the list of
the California state officials, the source
added, emphasizing that Longley's election
has not influenced McNeils interest in the
California job. "McNeil is tired of having
to do a certain kind of job," insofar as
having to deal with an anti-university
legislature, this source added.
Obvious conflicts between McNeil and
Longley concerning the UM system and
how it should be run support the contention
that McNeil would be at odds with Longley
on many university issues, adding to the
specualtion that Longley's election has
played a large role in increasing McNeil's
interest in the California position.

/Maine

A lot of bull
on campus
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New access law backfires, records remain confidential
A federal law in effect since last Tuesday
allowing college students access to all
iwrsotiai records held by educational
institutions has backfired on Orono
students
UM Chancellor Donald McNeil circumemorandum
system -wide
a
lated
by the
affected
departments
all
to
Tuesday
new law . directing each campus to develop
its own guidelines in compliance with the
right-of-access law during the 4S-day grace
period granted by the legislation. During
this period, records previously classified as
confidential—even those to which students
had been granted access to in the recent
past—are not to be released.
James Harmon. director of admissions,

by Joe Michaud
said "Up to two or three weeks ago. I'd
show records to students. Half-a-dozen
(students)in the last three sears have come
here, usually to check on college board
scores for transfer to another school."
But since the law sponsored by New
York's Sen. James Buckley A4 ent into effect
about 15 students have walked into his
Alumni Hall office asking to sec their
records. Most of these students. Harmon
said, were curious about their psychological profiles, but were not allowed to see
them.
Most of the controversy surrounding the
bill's ramifications has arisen over the
question of whether a student should be

allowed to see an unfavorable recommendation which may be contained in his file.
Harmon said this problem is not likely to
come up since an applicant with such a
recommendation probably would not hav e
been admitted to UMO.
Harmon added each student's admissions files are kept for only two years, and
are then destroyed. Recommendations.
good or bad, do not become part of the
student's permanent university record.
Other offices which maintain personai
student files have also allowed students
access to this information in the past.
Charles Grant. director of UMO's
Counseling Center, for example. said
although the center's files are confidentiid,
students have always been able to review

Crumbling
UMO's present greenhouses,
located between the library and
Deering Hall, are in poor state
of repair, suffering from the
lack of maintainence. Some of
the glass panes are currently
replaced by sheets of plastic, a
temporary, and ill-suited substitute. The construction of new
greenhouses has been placed
university's
the
first on
Parker
by
list
priorities
Cushman, director of the
physical plant. For story, turn
to page eight of today's
richter photo
Campus.

their records with a counselor during a
routine appointment.
Peter Fitzgerald. assistant to President
Howard Neville. was among a group of
administrators who attended a conference
of land-grant universities in Washington.
D.C. this past week. He said. "There were
mans rumors floating around that an
amendment would be introduced in
Congress to clarify some of the ambiguities
of the new law. Buckley has indicated he
will propose an amendment stipulating the
law is not retroactive."
One of these ambiguities is whether the
disclaimer which is on all admissions
applications, which says the applicant
forfeits the right to review his or her
application, is legally binding—even if the
applicant has signed it. Although the
right-of-access law stipulates a student
may waive this right by. signing such a
statement. most of these releases were
signed before the law was passed last
August.
Harmon said the law does not contain a
"grandfather clause" explaining the new
bill's effect on pre-existing conditions.
Until guidelines are handed down, he
intends to consider the paragraph on
admissions applications as legally binding.
"I want to force the issue to find out how
the law will be interpreted." he admitted.
Jeanne Bailey. president of Orono's
student government, complained the
applications are still being sent to
prospective students without any explanation of the new regulation, and applicants
are signing the disclaimer under the same
misconceptions which were present before
the law went into effect.

Today's Campusamt.ains an eight
page supplement focusing on winter
sports at t MO.Set pages Si through

SS.
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Campus
news
briefs
Twenty-two Unisersity of Maine women
hase been initiated into Alpha Lambda
Delta. a national scholastic honor society.
to be eligible for membership, a student
must hay e a 3.5 grade aserage for either
semester of the freshman year.
The nevi members are Deborah Angell,
Mary. Clifford. Jeanne Clukcy, Deborah
Don. Cynthia Grant. Pamela Hayward.
Deborah Jordan, Wendy Leavitt. Janice
Littlefield. Carol Lowd. Patricia Montgomery'. Kim Pasquariello. Lisa Perri),
Judith Pfister, Lynn Plourde, Carol Ryan.
Jeanne Sheldon. Neena Sodhi. Amy
Sprecher. Irene Supruniuk. Jane Wallace
and Janet White.

Effective use of vocal and y sua
techniques will be stressed at l'MO's
annual High School Oral Interpretation
Workshop. Wednesday. Dec. 4.
Prose. poetry and drama in both solo and
ensemble forms will be discussed and
demonstrated. Dr. Harriet Rice. workshop
chairperson. said workshop participants
will volunteer to read various literary.
selections to demonstrate interpretation
techniques. The program will be in the
Union with registration in the Totman
Room from 930 to 10:15 a.m. Nov. 26 is
the deadline for pre-registration forms.

What's on

/ins and Science students may pick
up mid-semester grade reports in 110
Stevens Hall.
Students planning to graduate in
December must submit an application
for degree card immediately'. These
cards may be picked up at the
Registrar*, Office. Wingate Hall.
betw
Pi a.m. and 5 p.m.

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN felkmship—Bangor Room. Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m.
MEFTING—Wilde-Stein
man Room. 7 p.m.

h.

SATURDAY. NO'.'. 23
MUAB MOVIE—' Bananas." Hauck
Auditorium. - & 9:30 p.m. 75 cents
admission and student I.D. required.

Tol-

VARSITY MEN'S SWIM—Maine ys.
New Brunswick. Stanley Wallace Pool.
7 p.m.

FRIDAY. NOV. 22
WOMEN's swim meet-Maine vs. New
Brunswick. Stanley Wallace Pool. 3
p.m.

Tony
SQUARE DANCING—With
Parkes of Cambridge. Mass., calling.
Everyone welcome. Lown Room.
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FORM:Ra•
mon Bela of Madrid. Spain, a director
of the Institut° de Cultura Hispanica.
will speak on the institute and its
mission. Peabody Lounge. Union, 7:30
p.m.

MUAB MOVIE—"The Damned."
Hauck. Auditorium. 6:30 & 9:30 p.m.
75 cents admission and student I.D.
required.

RAM'S HORN -Walter Niles. classical
guitar and bluegrass. donations
requested. 9:15 & 10 p.m.
0111111111kt.

Costs limit art gallery's operating hours
station members of the faculty or staff on
weekends." said Hangen.
Hartgen explained that during his first
10 years of tenure here. he used to receive
the few visitors to the fledgling art
collection on Sunday afternoons. But as the
gallery grew . ntoy tug from the third floor of
South Stey ens (NhiCh is now. the
Anthropology Museum), to the second
floor of Carnegie. Hartgen said he found it
difficult to de%ote time to keeping the
gallery open on wcek,.nds.
Since then the art department has
expanded to include all of Carnegie Hall. In
the fall of 19-1. Hangen opened the

Money is the key factor in determining
ee hether the art galleries in Carnegie Hall
sill be open es ening% and weekends
according to professor Vincent A. Hartgen.
chairman of the art department.
In order to keep the two large galleries
open for four hours on a Saturda or
Sunda afternoon. two guards must be
hired and paid between $45 and $50. said
Hartgen. The insurance policy covering the
works ot art stipulates that a guard be
present v. heney er the galleries are open.
The insurance company considers the
faculty and staff who occupy Carnegie Hall
during thc day as "guards.**
•• It stould be cruel. untust and LAistI\ tO

Six divisions of a non-credit course in
potter) will be offered by UMO's
diyision
conferences and
institutes
beginning either Dec. 2 or 3 at the Bangor
Comm unit y College.
ban Booker. Brewer potter and teacher.
will instruct the siv-week course which will
be held in Building 36 twice a week tor two
hours. Three dis isions will meet Mondays
and Wednesdays at 9 a.m.. or 4 and 6
p.m.. and three will meet Tuesdays and
Thursday.% at the same hours.

afternoons trom I to

SAVE YOUR SOLES WITH A
THUMB-ALONG HITCHHIKER'S KIT
our big.

Put out

of

fat
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thumb and

Thumb Along Hitchhiker s

ride on'

FIVE large i14 a

safety colors
Just

fill

Get
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your
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kit for only

.4h0 of sshiclt are on permancnt exhibit i.
s 011 campus. roughlv.
'mated outright while the.
ised from donated funds.
.1 %CR' our.
said liartgei
there was never A nickel
'
appropriated to purchase a piece ot an.'
he added.
•

various huildn
p

CLASSIFIEDS
GIVEAWAYS-4 8-week old kittens
c white
and one cat P.tick
Box-trained Adorable and extreFree to good
mely intelligent
homes that preferably have no small
Beat inflation—give a
children
Call 866-3540
Christmas
kitten for

Go '

S2 50 Iallow two

Mail check or money

order to

TRIDENT STUDIO
P0 Boa 12

UMO has received g-arts for scientific
research totalling V76.381 for the period
from July 1 through Sept. 30.
Dr. Brute puukuu. vice president for
research and public sets it s. t Aplamed
grants from federal, state, and muncipal
and prisate sources included Sti$0.48' to
UMO's Sponsored Programs Division.
$76.040 to the Life Sciences and
Agriculture Experiment Station. and
$19.8•54 to the Department of Industrial
Cooperation.
Among the larger grants were a
4249.S00 award from the National Science
Foundation to the Social Science Research
Institute for an innovative study in the shoe
industry bv Dr. Thomas Duchesneau. an
S$1.8-1 National Science Foundation grant
to Dr. Hugh DeWitt. Dr. John Dearborn
and Dr. H. James McCleaye in
ioology -oceanography for a study of
Antarctic bethic fishes and inverterbrates.
Ed w in Bates of the Cooperatiy.
Extension Senice was granted Sh5.402
from the National Council on the Aging for
a senior community program. and $46.400
from the National Science hound:loon was
awarded to Dr. George Denton at the
QuaternarY Institute for a glacial history. of
Antarctica.
A research grant of $15000 via% made by
the Maine Department of Transportation to
Dr Von Richert% and Dr. Malcolm Coulter
of the School of Forest Resources for 3
study ot the ecological impact ot freeway
constructions in northern Maine.

Sturbridge

MA

01566

that can be YOUR skin if unwan.ed hair is removed forever safely and quickly by
radiomatic eledrolysis
• Free enosaltatioas

Foe
Grandmother Pay Weekly
Pay Monthly
Too!
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ACADIA
REPERTORY THEATRE
presents

Shirley Schneider
electrolysis specialist
912-0781
192 Norfolk St. Bangor

ORDER NOW FOR

ii

TERM PAPERS: Canada•s largest
service For catalogue send $2 to
Essay Services. 57 Spadina Ave .
1208. Toronto. Ontario. Canada
Campus representatives required
Please write
•27

Smooth am
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• Doctor's refereaces
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p.m. on a trial basis. 'this cost
approximately $2,000 a year. The next
spring. Hanger' yvas asked by the dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences to cut back
expenditures in
unnecessary' areas.
Because few people visited the galleries on
Sunday.. he decided to dust- them.
The present budget for exhibits is
S5.6"0. most of which goes toward the
transportation of exhibits. Presentation
and promotion consumes much of the
remainder, he said.
Of the HAN) items in the art collection,

18/ signs in bright

Easy to Read '

Pul

RAM'S HORN—Keith Carreiro, classical guitar and original compositions. donations requested. 9:15 & 10
p.m.

Jean Kerr's
"Mary, Mary"

1.

Curtain -- 4f; p.m. Tickets S2-1-4
nig

FREE Cs-

• rill

BI
OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
BODY & rIENCIER REPAIRING
PAINTING & WELDING
OAS

OIL & AUTO ACCE30OR0ES
OLO TOWN

MAANIE

Trt,

HOWARD STURGEON

/ Staff

Choose
from

3 Styles

Dehlae !nags,. lt- ditor
`mese Parker. Slanaging Editor
Paul Relit. Nevis Edaeor
hateSr...,. Cops Editor
Toni Rasaala. Sport% Fdnor
St( se lard. Photo Editor
Mark llas..a. Saks Manager
Lisa Halsiirsen, Production Managi •

(

birthstone.

mc
Just Say:

in e egan
oreT
hm
tember

set

'CHARGE IT!"

10K Florentine
finish gold

Mari %AMA.Business Manager

YOU ALWAYS DO BETTER AT DAY'S

Jeff beeke, Graphics

ffisory eilimp.Cant:0mm etc
•

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
22 NORTH MAIN ST •••• OLD TOWN

L

IMO IOW

7.24001

mu Ms comi am sem soi

ALIRAvy

4P
:

AVAILABLE
Our Skill

Ind

Kriel% ledge

MILLER DRUG
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY
9 tal

9

210 STATE ST.
BANGOR, ME
TEL

1147-113111
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Publications Committee names new Campus editor

Steve Parker

fhe university's committee on student
publications yesterday appointed Steve
Parker editor of the Maine Campus for the
spring semester.
Parker. who has served as a reporter, an
advertising salesman, copy editor and
managing editor of the student paper at
various times. will take control of the editor
ship beginning Jan. 13. 1975.
Parker plans no major changes in the
operation of the paper. However, he
admitted he has one pet project in mind.
"I want to try to establish some
semblance of a reviews page which would
include not only film reviews, but book,
record and concert reviews as well," the
new editor-elect said, explaining that since
the university is a cultural center in the
state, its newspaper should reflect it.
Parker plans to continue to publish the
CUM PU twice a week, and says he will

carry. on the philosophy of past editors in
his approach to the news. In addition to
providing the university community with
information it can't get from other sources,
he intends to cover local and national news
of relevance to students.
"There could be many news stories
coming from Orono or Old Town which
would have little to do with students. But.
if either one of those towns was to pass a
strict hitchhiking ordinace. for example. it
would definitely affect students, and it
would have to be dealt with." he
explained.
"The Same holds true for national news.
The current controversy surrounding the
passage of a law giving students the right
to inspect their personal records provides
An example.— Parker pointed out. "It

definitely affects the students here and
must be reported on too."
Parker will serve only one
semester
as editor, due to a change in policy
established last spring which shortens the
editor's term. Previously, Campus editors
have served year-long terms.
A native of Melrose. Mass.. Parker is a
senior journalism major and lives with his
wife. Darlene. on Stillwater Ave. in Old
Town.
'BREWER SHOPPING CENTER

CINEMA CENTER 9933l3

Senate grants Maine PIRG final approval
The General Student Senate Tuesday
night gave its final approval to the public
Interest Research Group (PIRG). reaffirming PIRG's access to university. facilities
and equipment. The senate vote was nearly
unanimous with only one abstention.
William Gordon. a freshman and area
director of PIRG. said tiO students and 25
faculty members are actively involved in
PIRG projects this year. In reviewing what
PIRG has done in the past year, he said his
organization "sent out a survey to banks in
Maine and found 44 hanks in violation of
the truth -in-lending laws."
"We plan a follow -up survey in the near
future." Gordon said, speaking of PIRG's
intentions.
The senate also passed a resolution
establishing a constitutional
reform

committee to investigate the possibility of
drafting a new student government
constitution. The motion had come before
the senate earlier this year and was tabled
until the proposed merger between Orono
and Bangor's student governments was
resolved. Both bodies have voted to remain
independent of each other.
The reform committee resolution, which
was passed with only one senator in
opposition. requires a report to be
submitted to the senate no later than the
end of February. 1975.
'The senate also voted to join the National
Student Lobbv following an hour-long
debate on the pros and cons of becoming
a NSL member. The debate center around
whether the senate should join NSL. the
National Student Association, or both. A

$150 membership tee is required by both
organizations.
Bruce Leavitt, a senator representing the
fraternities. said, "It would be a waste of
money to join both organizations when they
essentially do the same thing."
In opposition. Steve Bull, an off-campus
senator. complained "I get a little pissed
off when the senate gives $100 for
fireworks that just go up and down. and we
can't give money. to organizations that will
work for the student interest in
Washington."

BURT REYNOLDS tE
"THE LONGEST YARD"

Mark Hopkins. vice president of student
government. said NSA had once been
involved with both the CIA and the FBI.
but added the organization had since
regrouped. The senate ultimately voted not
to join the NSA.
The Maine Peace Action Corps
described by. corps spokesman Dan
O'Leary as an "education and action group
exploring alternatives to war and violence
in the world.— received preliminary
approval from the senate. The 15-member
committee must now serve a year's
probationary period during which it must
prove to the senate its viabilit as a student
organization.

UNION vim
7t00 81•4

Student Emplovees :Needed
SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH INSTITUTE
During Semester and/or Christmas Vacation
Research -Related General Office Work
Hours Flexible -- $2.00 per hour
Call 581-2438
Monday-Friday, 8-5

WEEK AFTER WEEK.. . THE
Blood

The Penobscot Regional Blood Bank solicited
blood donations in the Memorial Union Tuesday, in
order to build up its stock, which is low. Both
students and faculty, as well as staff persons,
ward photo
donated blood for the local reserve.

is Bangor's Restaurant for Everyone.'

0000000000000

in th.e Westgate Mall. 915 Union St . Bangor
Open Daily 11:30 to 9-Sunday 12 to 8

from thc
Office of The President

notice:
Because of the hundreds of requests we have received.
we will be OPEN SUNDAYS FROM 12 NOON TO 8
P M. for your dining pleasure beginning this week
Wed 8. Fr

This is to inform you that as of November 19, 1974,
a federal law allowing access to student records by
students and/or parents will be in effect. Notice is
hereby given to all students of the University of
Maine that they have the right to examine all official
records, files and data directly related to their
student status. This notice is being given pursuant to
Section 438 [e] of 20 USC 1232g.

Featured Specials thru Wed

INNAN HADDIE DAYS
SPECIALS
from

Iltroiltel

Chopped Sirloin

LUNCHEON

$1.25

Potato

ct,d Veg

'24°

•Roast Round of Beef Au Jus
•Deep Fried Fresh Scallops
'Broiled Boneless Sirloin Steak
'Our Famous Lobster Newburg

M•in• Coast

TRIED CLAMS
F•ench F f If/S.
Col. Siaw

s2"

$2 95
S2 95
$375
$3.95

The above four orders are served with fresh garden
salad and choice of potato

_
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Records access law feeds bureaucratic behemoth
Last Tuesday we hailed the new student access
bill as a possible "light at the end of the tunnel.'
marking a move by Congress to grant all citizens
the right to inspect all records held by
governmental as well as private agencies on
them. It seems, at least on the home front, that
we jumped the gun a bit.

arn
Mahais

The bill, sponsored by N.Y. Sen. James
Buckley, allowed educational institutions a
45-day grace period to follow-up on a student's
request to view his or her personal file. Here at
Orono, it seemed the 45-day period wouldn't
have much effect as students have had access to

Editorials

Bargaining and bungling
There's something fishy going on.
Last month we reported that the Labor
Relations Service Foundation, the group made
up of labor organizations, unions, legislators and
lawyers who last year wrote the bill granting
state employes collective bargaining rights, will
be sitting down with the university's bigwigs to
draft legislation for the 107th session that would
grant the same rights to the university's
employes. According to David Carnevale of the
Maine State Employes Association, one of the
labor groups involved, the foundation will be
working with Herb Fowle and others on the
chancellor's staff in drawing up this bill. As far
as we know, these plans are unchanged.
However, this month, an interesting little
tidbit was published known as the "University of
Maine Appropriation Request in support of the
Operating Budget Request and the Capital
Construction Program to the 107th Legislature."
This pamphlet simply explains how much money
the university will be asking of the legislature
this session, and where it will go. It was written
by Chancellor McNeil and his staff on behalf of
the trustees.
What makes this booklet so interesting are six
little words found on page nine. Under the
heading of "Educational and General Part II
Budget Request: 1975/76.- we find salary.
wages, and employe benefit improvement as
Priority 4. The text here explains that inflation

and other tactors have eroded the real income of
the university's employes, and that as a result.
this will "a)reduce the ability of the university to
attract and retain competent instructional faculty
and supporting staff, and b) hasten the advent of
collective bargaining.
Now really.
With one hand the chancellor is promising to
cooperate with labor in writing a collective
bargaining bill for the university's employes.
and with the other, he is trying to entice the
legislature into granting university employes a
five per cent raise this session with the threat
that if they don't, it will cause the specter of
collective bargaining to loom low in the State
House.
We don't know who. but the chancellor is
leading someone down the primrose path.
If it is the legislature, it won't work.
Obviously, with legislators working on writing a
collective bargaining bill for university
employes, they will find out about it soon
enough.
If it is the employes and their representatives,
he is trying to fool, that won't work either,
although it may surprise them. Carnevale
believes the bill, once drawn up. has an
"excellent prospect for passage."
McNeil left for California today. We wonder if
anyone would miss him if he didn't come back

most all their records all along, at least in the
past few years.
But in classic bureaucratic form, a message
sent down from the chancellor's office has
rescinded the openness which has previously
prevailed here, and students have been shut-off
from access to their records.
Ironically, the Office of the President ran an ad
in today's Campus (see page 3)announcing the
availability of student records to students and/or
parents. The president's office is required by law
to run the ad, misleading or not. But James
Harmon, director of admissions, won't have to
abide by that announcement for 45 days. and
students don't have access to their records as of
Nov. 19.
The bill was designed to break down the
bureaucratic relationship institutions of higher
learning have traditionally maintained with
students. But it left open that one loophole to the
institutions, and they all have jumped on it.
They've devoured it, for that matter.
At schools where students have never been
allowed to see their personal files, it's natural for
administrators to grasp at that 45-day extension
period. But here it seems a bit ridiculous, and
only serves to highlight the barriers separating
students and administration. McNeil's
memorandum has pushed us a couple of steps
backward in the midst of what we thought was an
effort to grant students some basic rights. Now,
departments holding records on students will
have plenty of time to decide how they will
operate under the new access bill, and the
control over who sees what will be maintained.
The bill has backfired on many campuses, and
we doubt Sen. Buckley ever dreamt that was
what would happen. Harvard's mass purge of
student records the day before the bill took effect
is perhaps one of the most extreme of the
paranoid reactions this bill has unveiled, and
there is really no reason anyone should've
expected Sen. Buckley to foresee such
administrative withdrawal symptoms. But he did
underestimate administrators, and that is a
failing on his part, we suppose. Educational
institutions have long pulled the strings
controlling students, and any move away from
this structure, no matter how reasonable, is
bound to crack the walls of many a hallowed hall
But administrators have pulled a real boner
this time, particularly here at Orono

Kint Bradford —

—Commentary

Convict overpaid debt to society
John Weber recently celebrated his 99th birthday
from inside the walls of Ohio State Penitentiary. He is
the nation's oldest convict.
He is also the nation's sickest convict. He is nearly
blind and bedridden from spending 48 years behind
bars. The nurses at the prison infirmary. which is the
place he now calls home, call him "Dad.- Dad is old
enough to be their great. great grandfather. When I
went to visit him, Dad told me I was the first visitor he
had had in ten years.
"Don't that get you where it hurts," Dad said.
"It does.- I said. "I'm glzd I came."
'Don't forget to sign my guest book.- Dad said.
"I won't forget.•• I replied.
"I haven't even had a letter in all that time." Dad
continued.
"I already thought of that.- I said. I dug into my
pocket and produced an envelope. The enyelope was
adressed: To Dad.
Dad opened it. His fingers had trouble with the flap.
he pulled out the piece of paper and unfolded it. The
wo-ds were big and black so he could see them.
This is what they said: Good Luck, Dad.
"Thank you.- Dad said, his eyes misting over.
"My pleasure.- I said. My eyes misted over a little
•
too.

"Why do you think they've kept you in here so
long?" I asked, to change the subject.
Dad thought for a. moment. -I'm a dangerous man.
You see this hand?" His right hand shot out from
underneath the cosers. It was twisted and gnarled.
"Yes." I said.
"It's a lethal weapon.- Dad said. And then he
chuckled.
I chuckled too.
"And if that don't do it. I always got this canc.- He
held up the cane. It was white.
••Hmm.'• I said.
"I could really hurt somebody with it Bust 'em right
over the head."
"I know." I said.
"You know why it's white?" Dad asked. His eves
danced.
"No.- I said. "Why?"
"A white cane means you're blind." Dad replied.
—That's interesting." I said.
"I ain't blind yet. though. The warden give it to me
early. When the warden give it tome, he said, why wait
'tit the last minute." Dad chuckled again and I chuckled
too.
'Why didn't you ever apply for a parole?" I asked.
"Oh. I did... Dad replied. "Ever' year. Regular w
clock work."
see.•* I said.

"And evet'year, regular as clock work, they kept
turning mc down."
"So they never gave you a parole?" I asked.
"Oh. they did. It' was 1972, when I was 97, that I
finally got the word. Right in this very mom, as a
matter of fact."
"The suspense is killing me." I said. I moved
forward to the edge of my chair.
"It was a letter." Dad replied. "from the governor
hisself.- He dug down into the pocket of his bathrobe
and produced the letter. It was worn and tattered
around the edges. Dad handed it to me.
Pie letter had one word on it. The word was this.
Free.
It was signed by the governor.
"But ever•body figured it'd be best ill staved put right
here. They said I could be took better care of.- Dad
added. I paused for a moment. Finally. I asked. "What
did you do to get in here?"
"My wife and I was arguing. I had a gun in my hand.
It went off accidently.''
"You shot your wife?" I asked.
'No.'. The words were sticking in his throat. "I shot
my- little girl."
"I'm sorry," I said. "I shouldn't have
asked."
"I still grieve for her," Dad answered.
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The UMFB wishes the Maine Bears
good luck this season!
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CROSS COUNTRY
SKIING IS FUN!.

Getting
Engaged?

LARGEST SELECTION OF
CROSS COUNTRY EQUIPMENT,
BOOTS & CLOTHING.

Don.1 inake
an
expenske

CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
PRE SEASON SPECIALS LIMITED TIME
SKI'S

Package II

Toad hickory bass
lignostone edges

roLES
BOOTS

SKI'S

cane with loather
handles

POLES cane with piastic
handles

moulded rubdie.

BINDINGS

Package III

Jarvinen hickory
base, Durelem core

Trak 3 or,

SKI'S

AJM.e. Tur Lamar eon
hickory base with
Lognostone lodges

POLES

cane with loathe
handles

BOOTS imitation leather

BOOTS

BINDINGS

BINDINGS

Trait 3 pin
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Trek. leather
Villom 3 din

$70

$86
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• •' ..• Diamond Council of America.
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MANHATTAN JEWELIRS

jC.M.3114ek

Children's sets

- •

FREE! FREE! FREE!

from $14.95

73 Main St., Downtown Bangor

Base prep. mountinq

and heel poppers
COMPLETE SELECTION
OF CROSS COUNTRY
CLOTHING AND
ACCESSORIES

CITY WIDE FREE PARKING
.)lD TOWN
cur111 STAMPS ON Au. CASh PUItChaSIS

Don't Forget the Free Buses to Downtown Bangor

El;
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LIFE INSURANCE
FOR STUDENTS
$10,000
ONLY $40 PER lEAR

i

Also
Andia
and
Doltin

$20°°
All warm up jackets have full length
nylon zippers. raglan sleeves.
elastic around the back of the
iacket. and self material collar that
forms a turtleneck. All warm up
pants are slim tapered. elastic
wastebands. nylon zippers
at
ankles

100°c. Nylon
Red - Navy
Electric Blue

$26 °
ioo Nylon

Stripes on
Pants & sleeves
Maroon - Powder Blue
Red - Navy - Royal Blue

Both styles sizes XS to XL

Tank Suits
See our large selection for
men, women. boys. girls.
Also
Swim bags. Towels. Eye goggles

Swim Shop
72 Columbia St.
Bangor
Tel. 945-9813

TOP Plan is a new plan from Life Insurance Company
of
North America designed for students ages 15-24.
Just
$40. per year purchases an initial $10.000 Term
Policy.
At age 25 the policy converts to Permanent
Life
Insurance and also guarantees the right to purchase
an
additional $10.000 at 4 different vtion dates la possible
A'50.000 Life Insurance Estate) without ever
taking a
medical exam.

8

For complete details about TOP Plan
send in the reply coupon or call our office.
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Please send details on TOP Plan
name
address

144 High S!
Portland
Tel. 774-2827

192 Exchange St . Bangor, Me

TEL 942-5276
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Sports
Folger expects powerful
ski team despite losses
Despite the loss of four key performers.
ski coach Brud Folger expects his team to
he at least as strong this season as it was
during the 19/3-74 campaign.
— We will ski as well if not better than our
seventh place finish in the Eastern
Intercollegiate Championships last year.''
he said.
Folger. who was recently elected
president of the Eastern Intercollegiate Ski
Association, has a great deal of confidence
in his downhill racers.
•'l expect that we're going to have one of
the strongest alpine (slalom and giant
%atom) teams we's e had in a long time.
Co-captain Whit Thurlow was tenth in the
eastern championships last year and the
other top alpine prospects appear to be Jay.
Marshall. Doug Tankard. Kevin Trinward.
Jim Bell. Pete Judkins. and Pete Marian.-Curtis Cole will lead the jumping team
which should be helped considerablY by
transfer Jeff Bunker." Folger continued.
And in cross-country the UMO mentor
also believes he possesses the skiers to be
very competitive.
"Co-captain Charlie Niedner was state
champion last year.— he said. Kevin
Trinward. Mike Jolly. Don Berney. and
Peter Hakes will round out the squad.
The four skiers whom the team will miss
this season are Larry Manson. Mike
Fendler. Danny Baxter. and Danny
Carpenter.

Nov. 22. 1974

Saluting the Maine
Bears
THE OUTSIDE INN
RESTAURANT
Stillwater Ave., Old Town

Faculty and Staff
Daily Luncheon Specials

COMPLETE DINNERS
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

EXCHANGE BOOKSTORE
1 Mill Street, Orono

Fogler. who has coached the sarsity ski
team for the past eight years, explained the
loss through the graduation of co-captains
Manson and Fendler has weakened the
jumping team
while
Baxter. who
transferred to the University of Wyoming.
was one of the squad's top alpine skiers
last year. Although Carpenter has neser
skied as a member of the UMO team. his
potential contribution was substantial.
according to the Orono resident who also
coaches freshman soccer and tennis.

OPEN: Mon.-Fri. llam-5pm
Sat. llam-4pm

"We will seriously miss freshman Danny
Carpenter who was one of the top junior
eastern skiers last year and will lease
school second semester to try out for the
national team."
Fogler added a good possibiltiy exists in
Carpenter will succeed and become a
member of the U.S. team.

mill street, orono

Last year the Black Bears finished
second to Bates in the state tournament
although Maine was the vistor in four out
of fis e earlier contests between the two in
the course of the season. This year.
although the state tournament has been
done away with. Maine will be hoping to
asenge the loss against Bates when thes
open their season on Dec. 22. Participating
in thcis Christmas Collegiate Classic at
Sugarloaf Mountain will be UMO. Bates.
Bowdoin. Colby and UMF.

Paperbacks /
1
2 Price

vntki zi t

Specializing in:

Jazz, Blues,
Blue Grass, Country, Old Timely,

LARGEST

ROCK SELECTION
IN THE AREA
Used Instruments Sales & Exchange
STRINGS, PICKS, And CAPOS Too!
ROTO SOUND—Bass Guitar Strings
SAVAREZ AND LABELLA Classic

Guitar Strings

These are not sale prices,

THESE ARE OUR EVERYDAY low PRICES
%I]

DINNER

Tasty Veal smothered in Tom
Cheese, French Fries. Cote S.`

ONLY $1.19
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SPECIAL PURCHASE!

SKI TOURING PACKAGE
INCLUDES

DOVRE-JOFA SKIS
Reg $36.50
LEATHER TOURING BOOTS
28.00
JOFA CANE POLES
9.00
DOVRE THREE-PIN BINDINGS
7.00
BINDING INSTALLATION
5.00
TOTAL(if bought separetely)$85.50
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Junior forward Bob Warner (521 was the leading
scorer and rebounder for the Bears last year, and will
ayup probably have to repeat his performance if Maine is
to hare a winning season.

L

Airport Mall, Bangor

and Northeast Harbor (seasonal)

Eastern Maine's Outstanding Sports Shops"
Skis. Skates. Bikes. Tennis. & Apparel
4*
Co
ir

Avoiding
Future
Shock
Why think about life insurance and
estate planning now while you're
young?
Because the best way to avoid
financial crisis in your leisurely years is
to effectively manage your most
productive years. The older you get, the
more it costs to protect your family and
business. Your Fidelity Union Life
estate planner can show you how to
prepare for a secure future—now.
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PICTURE & GIFT'SHOP
"Gobble" up
the values
for your
holiday needs
Thanksgiving Supplies
Candles
Napkins
Stationery
Christmas Cards
Posters
-The nicest Thanksgiving Cards In Town.23 Main St., Bangor
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Good Luck Maine Bears!

Call the Fidelity Union Field
Associate in your area:

from

at
24 Main St.
Orono
866-4906

TC'S
Main St.. Orono

rr

Fideli
Union Life

c114:3

Daily luncheon
specials
Open 11Am - 1 Am, Mon. - Sat.
•

Maine Campus
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Confidence, consistency keys to Black Bear hoop fortunes
Confidence and increased consistency
We will really be looking for players
will be the keys for the 1974-75 UMO like Bruce Gerrity.
Mike Poplaw ski and
basketball team which will open its season
Frank Annuntiata to give us a boost off the
at home Dec. 4 against Bowdoin.
bench. This will be vital to our season
The Bears have a veteran team this successes... emphasized Chappelle.
season as their five starters have had at
This season two familiar faces are
least one ycar's experience in Yankee
missing from the UMO squad. Steve
Conference ball.
Conley did not come out for the team
"The ability of our veterans to play for
because doctors were afraid that further
40 minutes will be important this season
injury to his already tender shoulder could
because our bench is essentially untested. icopardize his possible pro baseball
career.
The performance of our bench will of
And Wally Russel transferred to Husson
course be a major factor in how well we do, College.
but on the whole they are inexperienced.•.
Also this season the UMO five will be
commented UMO head coach Tom "Skip" taking a southern trip in which they
will
Chappelle.
play Florida Tech and the University of
Chappelle indicated that the Bears have
South Florida.
made a big improvement offensively over
"We haYe that long break in the middle
last season's squad.
of the season and normalls we would has,
"They are all capable of playing good
offense. if we can develop confidence and
pride in what we are doing and one another
we should be able to score a lot of points.
Namt
Hgt. Wgt.
Class
But each individual will have to play
loin Hum,
201
consistantly." said Chappelle.
Senior
(Co-captain)
.fhe UMO mentor indicated that his
starting use would be DanRilev and Steve
Steve Condon
Condon at guards. Bob Warner and Tom
n'4" ih5
Senior
Burns at the forward positions. and Steve (Co-captain)
Gavett will get the nod at center.
Frank Annunziata Junior
51 I. !KO
"Dan Riley is probably the most
improved player on 'the club so far this
Bruce Gerrity
Junior
season. Steve Condon is a super player
6.5" 190
when he plays with consistancy. And Bob
Mike Poplawsky Junior
6'3" 170
Warner appears much improved in his play
underneath the basket while Tom Burns
Bob Warner
Junior
6'6" 210
and Steve Gavett have both looked very
good in practice." Chappelle said.
Steve Fitzpatrick Soph.
to—
198
This season the Bears will be changing
their defensive style slightly. and this
Steve Gavett
Soph.
6'7" 210
change will call for more teamwork and
help in covering one another.
Dan Reilly
6'1" 172
Soph.
Talking about his bench. Chappelle
indicated that he wants to give these
Bob Zak
Soph.
6*5" 198
players the feeling that they base a
"sixth" man role.
Peter Leonard
Fresh
6'1" IN)

to keep the team here to practise. But only game with Knode island is away. And
money guarantees fro the Florida schools. last year we were not a good road club, but
revenues from our intrasquad scrimmages I am hoping that this can be remedied by
at different Maine high schools along with
the fact that we are a veteran ballclub," he
the savings we will get from not having to
stay here ahve made this trip possible." The Yankee Conference race shapes up
as a tough one as usual with UConn and
Chappelle said.
The Bears will be facing a number of UMass again appearing to be the clasg of
new teams on this year's schedule. Theythe league. The Rhode Island Rams could
include: Virginia Commonwealth. Dela•he the dark horse team this season as they
ware. Dartmouth. Central Connect icut ,are improved and reportedly want to leave
Florida Tech and the University of souththe Yankee Conference for bigger things in
basketball in the near future.
Florida.
"We have a very tough schedule this Although the Maine State Series has
season as we play most of our games on tht been abolished Maine will be facing
road. We play Vermont twice there and out improved teams from Bowdoin. Bates. and
an unknow team in Colby.

Basketball roster

IN OLD TOWN

WESTGATE MALL
905 UNION ST

1•01

BANGOR MAINE
947-8442

LEE & LEVIS4
FOR GUYS and GALSI
A complete shop of jeans, pants, belts,
jackets, shirts & everything else!

INTRODECING THE LLTIMATE

A STEP CLOSER TO REALITY

COME ON IN & MEET
WAYNE PELLETIER

EPICURE
1
4,

YOUR LOCAL JAC & JEAN SHOP MANAGER

COME ON IN

NOW THRU NOVEMBER 30th

Maine Stereo Co
Is The Only
Dealer in
This Area
Come In And
See Why They
Are So Proud
Of It

EPICURE MODEL

With the purchase of any
Pair of Pants or Jeans
You Get FREE

ONE BIG MAC
REG. COKE & REG. FRIES
EPICURE MODEL 201

'The Best Value That Your Money Can Buy At Price Range For
Everyone From $65 To $1,000
'All Warranty Work If ever needed Will Be Done Immediately

mcDonaias
UI

from the McDonald s of Old Town
Right across the Street! !

viy WE'RE OPEN ON SUNDAYS,TOO!
MON.-SAT.-10 AM-10 PM SUNDAYS 12 PM-5 PM

C

OME ON IN & SEE US — STILLWATER AVE.
RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET FROM
McDONALD'S OF OLD TOWN

EPICURE POWER OP AMP
EPICURE MODEL 50
4%.

We accept Bank Americard—Master Charge—American Express

and Sleepers Charge Cord.
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Wrestlers face tough season

Mr. Big
Beef n'Brew
of Orono

The varsits wrestling team. under the
direction of coach Paul Stoyell and
assistant coach Ste% e Sabine. will open its
season Dec. 7 in Storrs. Conn. sv here thes
still compete against UConn. Amherest.
and Bowdoin.
Stoyell. who hasn't been involved in
%reciting since 1971 when he was an
assistant coach here. emphasi/ed that he is
only tilling in for Tim Wilson as head coach
until Wilson returns from his sear lease of
absence.
As far as we know right now Tim
Wilson will be back at the end of Januar\ .
he said.
Sabine. a war- veteran who in 19-las a
member of the UMP1 wrestling squad won

presents

MONDAY NIGHT
AT THE MOVIES
Old Flick Features Start at 7:30 p.m
No Charge
Free Popcorn
opposite UMO Park St. entrance

Eat 'em up
Maine Bears

PLEASANT MOUNTAIN SKI AREA
NORTH MAIN STREET
BRIDGTON
MAINE

Best Wishes For
the Winter Sports
Season
from

DO YOU WANT TO SKI FOR REASONABLE RATES
WRITE FOR STUDENT PASS INFORMATION.

JACK'S
RESTAURANT
and Snack Shop

Pleasant Mountain Ski Area
RFD #1
Telephone: 647-2022

Maine Campus

Bridgton, Maine

19 So. Main St. Old Town

Open SAM - 7:30PM
Mon - Sat.

during vacation periods?

6 CHAIR LIFTS 6 1—BARS

A SALUTE
to the BLACK BEARS
(OMPLIMENTS OF

1

the state ot Maine's ISO pound weight
class, has been of great value as an
assistant coach this sear. While Stoycll st as
finishing up his season as head coach of the
s arsas soccer team. Sabine handled the
team's practices alone for two sseeks in
addition to preparing himself as an acute
wrestler. Officially a junior, he will wrestle
in the 150-pound weight class for UMO.
Moven and his assistant have generalls
agreed on who will fill the 10 wrestling
weight classes which range from 118
pounds and under to unlimited:
118—Mike Hudson. junior
I 2h—John Gatcomb. junior
134-1_ucien Daigle. junior
142—Bob Forest. junior vs. Eric Hover
ISO—Stese Sabine. junior
158—Captain Larry Kolegue. senior
Its-r—Tom Ward. junior
1"—Dan Rusmussen s s. Stan Watson
190—Date Ayotte. freshman
Unlimited—Steve Jones. senior
Stoyell has also been impressed with two
other freshmen. Francis Hanley and Paul
Kreitz in the 158 and ISO pound classes
respectis
Asked who his top wrestlers will be. the
head coach listed Gatcomb.
Sabine. Kolegue and Jones.
According to Sabine. the Maine wrestler
with the abilits' to go fartherest in thc
Yankee Conference individual championships is rugged Steve Jones. Three sears
ago Jones. a football co-captain this
season, placed third in New England as a
wrestler. The past two years he hasn't
competed on the varsity squad. but now as
a senior he has returned and apparentls
looks strong again.
On the squad's chances in tough Yankee
Conference competition. Stove!' labeled
UMass. URI and B.U. the strongest teams.
with Maine UConn and UNH left to battle
out for fourth place. Vermont does not
participate in conference wrestling.

BE A SPORT...
AND COME TO

FLOWERS
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for all
Occasions
SOUTHERN BELLE
FLOWER SHOP

THE DEPOT
TAVERN
Water st

Old Town

Hear
THE NEW SOCIETY
Fri Sat 9PM - 1AM
and

FRANK SCALFONE

JAMES W. SEWALL
COMPANY
Old Town Maine

A Salute to the
BLACK BEARS

827-5446
225 Stillwater ave
Old Town. Me. 04468
Larry Dunn.
florist

Florafax Wire Service

SALUTING
THE
MAINE BEARS

from

BURNHAM-Phelps
Agency
38 North Main Street
Old Town, Maine 04468
tel. 827-3382

GENERAL INSURANCE

Tues. Wed Thurs. 8-MIDNIGHT

THE
3E CO.
INC.
148 North Main St.
Old Town, Maine

ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS
Tel. 827-5521

Roy Bros
Inc.
185 South Main Street
Old Town, Maine 04468
Tel.(207)827-4416

Range & Fuel
Oils
LP Gas
Saluting the Maine
Bears
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"In past years we have had morale
problems. But this season we have a
veteran ballclub with much more offensive
ability. than Maine teams have had in the
past. and we can do well if we just work to
gether. I would ultimately like to see us get
a hid to the NIT."
These are the pre-season thoughts of one
of the tallest guards ever to play basketball
at UMO—Steve Condon, senior co-captain
and one of this season's key- figures.
At
Condon is somewhat of a rarity
as far as Maine guards are concerned.
Usually the Bears have played with two
little guards who run, gun and play- a tight
pressing defense. But this season Condon
will give Maine a height advantage in the
backcourt.
•'Of course when you are playing against
a smaller guard it gives you more
confidence. I try to utiliie my height to get
mismatches underneath which can lead to
good percentage shots. Most teams arc
looking for taller guards these days: but
the problem comes in finding tall guards
st ho arc quick enough to play good defense
against smaller opponents." explained
Condon.
Last season the Presque Isle natise was
used as a "swing man- as he played both
forward and guard p4)%itions. But this
season Coach Chappelle is using him
Iwo% t
s 3 guard.

"I think I can help the team more if I
concentrate just on playing guard. I have
more confidence in my ballhandling this
season and I am really too short to play
forward in the Yankee Conference,"
Condon added.
Condon sYs that it is vital for a guard to
haYe his head in the game at all times
because it is his responsibility to control

Nov. 22. 1974

the game. muse the ball and start plays.
Before coming to UMO Condon attended
Lester Junior(()liege in Massachusetts for
two years and he played basketball during
both of those years.
"In Junior College the emphasis was on
offense as we plaved a run-gun type
game. But when I came up here things
V4 C C rualls Ski% Cd down and defense
V4 as
stressed. Up here you have to put out at
both ends of the court," Condon said.
The UMO senior says that the
atmosphere in "the pit" definitely does a
lot to psych him up. Since other Yankee
Conference teams play in big facilities
where people are relatively far away they
get especially' psyched out by the
closemess of the crowd when they come to
UMO. Condon believes.

little more this season. The coach has
expressed confidence in us because for the
first time he has given me permission to
one on one offensively
indicated Condon.
Condon favors the introduction of
athletic scholarships to the UMO campus
because he belieYes they are needed to
emitinue to compete with other schools.
The Bear backcourt man believes that on
the whole the team is in better shape this
year than at the same time last year.
"I can really tell the difference. We're in
very good shape. We have done most of
our running drills, and we want to be able
to play a running game for 40 minutes. It is
a real morale boost to know that you are in
better condition than your opposition.
That's whai we're aiming for." Condon
explained.
The senior physical education major says
that he would definitels like to continue to
play basketball after he graduates.
"I would really like to play in Europe. In
the recent draft a number of Yankee
Conference players were picked and many
of them weren't even starters last season."
Condon said.

In the past the Bears have concentrated
on getting the hall inside to the big men on
offense. But this season vs ith the increased
scoring potentail in the backcourt supplied
by Condon and Dan Reillv; Maine is
changing to a guard-oriented offense.
"We will probably try to fast break a

HANSON'S
395 South Main Street
Brewer •
• •The most complete ski shop
in Eastern Maine"
*Skis
*Ski Equipment
eSki Clothing
*Cross Country Equipment
eBack Packing
& Hiking Equipment

HANSON'S

Steve (ondon

TEL 989-7250

70 STYLEASTarTH
DAERSEVENTIES
WARM WINwithTER BOOTS
6 EASY WAYS TO BUY
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cash
Charge
Club Coupons
Master Charge
Bankamericard
Lay away

•,

•-;
,

9"DRAPER

p.

16"RYAN
Leather side zipper and side
buckle for regular or wide calf.
Fully lined, Black, tan, or gray.
5,30

6"DR APER 6"DRAPER
For Women - Outside heel.
water proof leather. Sheepskin
lined, in brown or blue suede
$28 a pair.

For Women - Wedge crepe sole,
water proof leather, sheepskin
lined In dark brown suede

• STANDARD SHOES

DOWNTOWN BANGOR • AIRPORT MALL•BROADWAY •PRESQUE ISLE •
WATIRV4LL-1

For women made in England
9" draper. GUARANTEED
water proof leather. sheepskin
lined, in black or brown suede
$34 a pair.
In brown smooth leather. $40a
pair.
For Men - brown suede $38 a
pair. in smooth brown leather.
$45 a pair_
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Swimmers have shot
at Conference crown

Anyone can score
with
great looking
clothes!

"N'an"

An excellent group of freshmen and a
solid core of veterans should ha % e the 197-1
UMO so im team again fighting ii out oith
11Conn and Vermont for the yankee
Conference title.
Both Vermont and UConn appear to he
improved 0%er last year. The Catamounts
took eighth in the New Englands, ohile
Utonn son the Yankee Conference with a
fourth place shooing at the Neo England
..hampionships.
“Its hard to SO right no where their
particular strengths lie. The% %kill both be
fast in the freestyle sprints. A lot o ill
,lepend on hoo good their incoming
freshmen are." indicated IMO coach Alan

And the Boston Store
has it all Hot looking &
Warm Feeling winter Wear

-

WE DO LETTERING & EMBROIDERING
ON ANY TEAM SHIRTS OR JACKETS

30-32 Main St. Bangor
-STRAIGHT LEG DENIMS
-STRAIGHT LEG CORDUROYS
Owned by Iry Broder
-DENIM 8. CORDUROY BELLS
UMO Class of 44
-CHAMBRAY SHIRTS
-BIB OVERALLS IN DENIM
BRUSHED DENIM & CORDUROY
Remember the GALS are
-ALL PRiOLL RIGHT r"P YOU
welcome in our GUYS dept

X-COUNTRY
SKI SALE
3 Specially Priced Packages

• • • THINK SNOW • • •
THINK

PELLETIER'S BIKE SHOP
406 So

Main St

cilii

I

It ottuld appear that this year's UM()
squad oill have more balance than last
%ear.s team.
"Rolf Olsen. a neocomer. and Rand%
Warren will give us too top di% ers. And in
the backstroke freshman Jil% DODO%an. Bill
Reace and Jim Farragher oill gist us a
good group. These o ere too areas in ohich
we were relamel% oeak last season... said
So it/cr.
The onl% problem the Bears could nun
into this season o ill be a lack of depth. fhis
problem o ill depend to large part on the
Ac%elopment of Ralph I urner in the
Indi%idual Mettle% and Butterfl% . anti the
so minting of Brian Seuard and Bill
Witherspoon .
Di% ing coach Rick Miller had been %et-%
pleased oith the performantes of his too
fop di% ers.
"Roll Olsen has pleased me very much
with his progress. especially on the
• hree-meter hoard. And X's Warren is
picking up right o here he left off last
.larch. I expect him to keep show,ing
mprmement." commented Miller.
I he Hears %ill see their first action of the
season tonight as the
entertain thy'
Vnisersit% of Neo Bruns.% ick at UMO's
'tank.'. Wallace Pool. The nicet Is
• (..t1 to begin at -.p.m.

t

ls%11/Cr.

COME SEE OUR TERRIFIC
SELECTION OF RED HOT PILE LINEp
-SUEDE & LEATHER JACKETS
-1NSULTAED DENIM FARMER JEANS
-DOWN & DOWNLOOK JACKETS
TOUGH LOOKING WINTER APPAREL tie.f.r:;•

UMO's Bob Van Peursem
is one of the many individuals
who could give the Maine indootrack team a winning season.

Everything for the Horse
and Horseman
Leather jackets. fringed & pile
lined, vests. boots,
English and Western
riding apparel and equipment

Old Town Mon -Sat 11AM-7PM

Package A
Reg $93 65 POW $74.95
MAIN RD

SKIS- Splitkein•Birch with Hickory Edges
BINDINGS- 3 Pin Toe
BOOTS- Bass•Synthetic Sole with Leather Uppers
POLES- Tonkin Bamboo•adi Leather Straps
WAX KIT- Swix 3 pc

GASS SALES STABLES

ORONO

Package C
Reg $108 70 NOW $94 95
SKIS- Hickory with Lignastone Edges
BINDINGS•BOOTS•POLES•WAX KIT
Same as Pi. c; A
FREE MOUNTINGS WITH PURCHASE
These packages offer everything
necessary for touring and enjoying
the outdoors NO TOW LINES- touring
provides a stimulating- yet relaxing
form of healthy exercise for the whole
family-TRY IT. YOU•LL LIKE IT
PELLETIER S BIKE SHOP
For "Your Cross Country Ski Needs'
Featuring- BASS SPLITKEIN SKIS

A

EVERYTHING FOR THE HORSE
TEL

AND HORSEMAN

ORONO 1114116.2075

Package B
Reg $102 70 Now S84.95
SKIS- Splitkein•Full Hickory Sole
BINDINGS • BOOTS. POLES • WAX KIT
Same as Pkg A

M

MAINE 04473

PESAREIS
154 Park Sliest
()fon°, Maine 04473
CURT and MARY HIRSCH

FREE DELIVERY IN ORONO
IN OUR POR“BLE OVENS

OPEN EVERY EVENING

866-4918
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• salute the umo black bears • we salute the umo black bears • we salute the umo
black bears • we salute the umo
4:4

:1+

• S.Itoaq 1.313/q

Maine Campus

—

0

BEAR-,Q•y_
•

TO CHEER LAO'S
EXCITING WINTER TEAMS
we salute the umo black bears •

TO VICTORY

GOOD LUCK!
FROM 1(It R LOCAL
SPORTS SUPPORTERS

z

Jack's Grocery
827 Stillwater Ave.
Stillwater. Maine

0a

Outside Inn
Stillwater Ave.
Old Town

Old Town Bowling Center
185 Center Street
Old Town

Landry's
46 Center St.
Brewer, Maine

Dubay Auto Parts
15 South Water Street
Old Town

o-

0-

Snack Shack Restaurant
Next To Ouik Foodiand
Famous for Sub Sandwiches

Wadleigh's Store
Stillwater Ave
Old Town. Maine

•
.

caztilo

Good Luck
Maine Bears!
From the Oronoka

Jack's Restaurant
19 So. Main St.
Old Town

e,.t

..m„t
0.

Maine

.
I.

•

Bob Treadwell's
Golf Shop
Penobscot Valfey Country Club, Orono

• s.maq zgarnq own alp aJnios am

Ouik Pic Foodland
The area's largest keg supplier '
We appreciate your patronage

10
'-'

Campus

Z

k

.4v

cr

Cd

0
.0

t

own ay) amps am. sdvaq laniq own ay) ()mins

3.n •
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Stolen auto abandoned on university mall
university police said yesterday a stolen
car was recovered early Thursday morning
in front of Boardman Hall.
The automobile. severely damaged on
one side, is owned by Kenneth Johnson. a
student at Husson College. who was at a
party at Sigma Chi fraternity. Wednesday'
evening. He reported the car missing at
1:20 a.m.. 20 minutes after police had
found it.
Patrolman Michael Zubik said the car
collided with a cement flower pot barrier in

61

4

front ol Hart Hall. moving it four feet. and
Nas dmen to the other side of the mall
here it came to rest a few feet from a
similar barrier.
Zubik said he did not understand how
anyone could haye escaped from the
vehicle unharmed, but reported no traces
ot blood were found in the car.
The theft is currently under in% estigation
by. campus police, and no arrests have been
made as %et in connection with the case.
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Husson College presents

BILL CHINNOCK
AND HIS BLUES BAND
For A Night
Of Blues And
Boogie

DEC. 4

At The Husson Gym
TICKETS ARE
ONLY

$3

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
-U. of M. Bookstore - Viners
-Husson Student Senate Office - Woolco

WIGHT'S
SPORTING GOODS

1

589 Wilson St. Brewer
Due to the many requests

Our

Ist A1111 ERSARY

SALE

continues
Big Savings In Time For Christmas
All Merchandise Marked Down.
1010 507 off regular prices
All Sales Final-- We Accept
Cash--Bank Americard--Mastercharge

Sale Hours--Mon.-Thurs. 830 to 5.30 p.m.
Fri. 8:30 to 9:00 p.m. Sat. 8.30 to 5:00 p.m.

C'ill

1/CC,

University bull could become
herd of growth experiments
describes the rumen as "a huge
— -fermentation vat'' with bacteria and
"Old George" has a five inch hole in his proto/oa hying together as two dissimilar
side. yet he's still about the most popular organisms within it.
year-old around Rogers Hall.
It is these bacteria and protozoa samples
"Old George" is an I.M.) lb. Holstein
in the rumen fluid which could make
hull. who is kind of an unacclaimed
George into a hero. The samples taken
celebrity on campus. The faculty and
during the first sit or sel.en sears were
students in the department of animal and
studied to find out how to get ruminants
teterinar% sciences know George's true leud-cheers) to eat more grain and gni%
talue. They know he could hecome quicker. During the last three or four
some.%hat of 3 hero one of these days.
sears. howeter. the goal has been to
George, whose home is the second tontrol
the rumen activity and find out the
farm building directly behind Hitchner
minimum amount of protein the ruminant
Hall. is in the middle of .quite an .Yould require.
experiment. He had his left rear side cut
Ihe bacteria product' protein within the
%%hen he %i as eight month, old -This fistula rumen. and the problem for Ho‘Aer is to
tor duct in the body I. now runs through
separate the bacteria protein from the feed
four to siy inches of George's skin and protein in his rumen samples. In Januar%
through a wall into his rumen. The rumen
radioacto c sulphur will he added to
is the first compartment of the stomach.
George's feed: this will enable Homer to
George has been the rumen fluid source for
distinguish between feed protein and
the animal and yeterinary sciences
bacteria protein 'looser hopes to tind out
department tor the last ten years
4 just how much protein the bacteria will
1h% ,aile in George's side is kept open
create for George's system ithe radioactive
Y%ith a metal c% tinder with 3 ,crev. -on cover
sulphur is harmless to George I.
yyhich runs right down to the rumen.
Georgeis presently on J strict hay or
Dr. William H. flooyer takes samples of
forage diet and he doesn't eat an%
rumen fluid by dipping an empty fro/en
protein -rich grain.
orange juice can with a long handle into
It this diet is found to be sufficient. it
and into his rumen !twiner
.11.1 Ii
conseqt;, ••,
by Jim Kiley

McIN TOSH
K LH
ADVENT
BOSE
DUAL
SANSUI
B& 0
GARRARD
%lame %

THOR EN S
WOLLENSAK
KENWOOD
KOSS
SAE
STANTON
TECHNICS
REVOX

TANDBERG
TDK (Tape)
SONY
MAR AN TZ
PHI LIPS
SHE RVVOOD
SHURE

Largest II: Ltirittv

DeJleT

C/IfC/Y L'S FOR PRICES

Skiing $50010,
fundaay rivet

75 Central St , Bangor

Iusk

Nen
'England

(
'
o.

Portland • Waterville • Lewiston

IIC K UP SPOTS

/

1500 vertical drop
15 trails and slopes
top to bottom snowmaking
short lift lines
long ski season
(159 days last year)

•ESTABROOKE HALL
*HAUCK AUDITORIUM
• MEMORIAL GYM
1111111U0FM TO
DOWNTOWN BANGOR
• EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY•
ARR 4\1 E

THE BEST KEPT SKI SECRET IN NEW ENGLAND'

4

'Special college student discount rate

$5 00 weekdays $6 50
weekends and dec 30-Ian 3 teb 17-teb 21

Brochure

Sunday River Ski

PM

area Bethel. Maine 04217. Or

S4Tun
X

call '20T 824-2187
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'The Damned' highlights weekendfilm fare SAVE 50%

at Sullivan
Ford

ii% Bill (,frithin
ihe term
masterpieve
has alwaYs
been all ill-used word, often applied to
where it doesnt belong but I don't hesitate
for a minute to use it in describing
1 uchino Visconti's extraordinary film. The
Damned.

rite
its
huge
a and

ample%
make
taken
•s were
nmants
id grow
Lit• four
,cen to
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'mount
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Cr IS to

he feed
lanuar%
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The first of the Italian director's three
films exploring the decadence of the
t;erman society (along with Death in
V can't. and Ludwig). The Damned is set in•
the early thirties during Hitler's rise to
power. The intricate plot revokes around
the von Essenbeck &nasty and their
control ot the steelworks industry. They
become a major force in providing
munitions for the growing Nati nunement.
Hie familv's inYolvement both enriches
and destims them as they fight amongst
themseke• for the ultimate control.
Visconti is noted for his danling use of
%usual images in his films and The Damned
is marked hs se%eral particularly striking
sequences. First, there is the entertainment provided for the 1933 birthday
celebration of Baron
Foachim
von
Essenbeck. the head of the family. Martin.
the merits •sear-old heir apparent to the
steelworks industry. is amusing his
grandfather with a lurid drag impersonation of Marlene Dietrich. His performance
is cut short with the news that "In Berlin.
the Reichstag is burning", :old we a%
'ewers ha% e our first glimpse of how these
t. sternal esents will soon begin to effect
the
Fssenbeck dynasts .
The' most famous sequence in the film is
the recreation of **The Night of the Long
knises'' the SA homosexual orgy that ends
in the slaughter of the homosexuals 11% the
SS troops (storm troopers). On Junk 10.
14,14. this massacre was one of the most
gruesome power plays waged bs Hilter.
!hen there is Martin's confrontation
with his mother. He has been persuaded by
a SS agent that he can regain the power he
has lost to his mother's loser Friedrich if he
can succeed in breaking her mental
stabilits. Martin stops at nothing to get his
re%enge. and he finalls ruins her in a
harrowing incestuous rape scene. He then
stages a nio.k wedding ceremony' for her
and Friedrk-h, with his degenerate friends
as the guests and the Nan swastika as the
s%mbol of their union. In an allusion to
Hitler and
Esa Braun's Joint suicide,
Martin gives them two capsules of cyanide

Campus
CLASSIFIEDS
5 cents a word
5o cent minimum.
Payable in advance.

ACT NOW!
This is the last
month of our

Autumn
Service

SPECIALS
50%
The Da.. ned

Luchino Visconti's masterful 1969 film brilliantly
recreates the rise of Nazi Germany. including book
burning, massacres and concentration camps.

on their
,
.light. He is now the
second most powerful man in Nati
Germans.
These are only three brillant sequences
in a two-and-a-half hour film that moves at
breakneck speed. filled with a quick
succession of power play s and moral
degeneracy' in all its forms. The films
well-earned "X" rating results from its
grimy depiction of child molestation,
homosexuality. incest, murder, rapes and
suicides.
The swirling technicolor photography by
1rni.indo Niannutti and Pasquale de
Santis, a powerful score by Maurice Jaffe.
and Piero Tosi's trend-setting *341s
ctistumes beautifully recreate the style and
mood of Nati Germany.
A thoroughly engrossing examination of
how power destrms when sought for the

wrong reasons. Luchino Visconti's The
Damned will be shown this evening in
Hauck Auditorium at (3:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission is 75 cents and ID's are
required. No one under 17 will be
admitted.

ADIDAS AND CONVERSE
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
GYM SUITS- EQUIPMENT
FOR ALL SPORTS
Shopping with us is a
Pleasant Experience

rullowsmrni
MENSWEAR
SPORTING GOODS
10 N:144ain St- Oldjown
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PHONE 866-4333
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New greenhouses top
UMO's building priority list
New greenhouses top UMO's building
priority list this academic year. Parker
Cushman. the director of the physical plant
here, said this is the first time the
greenhouses
hayed
headed
UMO's
building list.
Lyle Littlefield, an assistant professor of
ornamental horiculture and a landscape
specialist, and other faculty members in
the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture have been trying for years to
get the money to build the greenhouses.
said Littlefield. He behest's a bill
proposing the appropriation of funds tor
new greenhouses at UMO "might possibly
go into the special sessions of the (Maine)
legislature- this year. depending on the
needs of the other campuses.

Treated

.4 group of good humorists placed this sling on the
bear's remaining arm during the wee hours of
Tuesday morning. The sculpture', carved from wood,
has been severely damaged from the rotting of some
ward photo
of its wood parts.

Time schedule to include
instructor's name next fall
Beginning next fall the name of the
instructor will be included with the course
name in the semester time schedule.
According to Earsel Goode. assistant
registrar and director of space and
scheduling, the compilation of next fall's
time schedule will begin this February.
Because the makeup of the faculty
changes from time to time. Goode said
there's no guarantee that every course will
have an instructor listed along side it in
next year's time schedule.
Some departments could simply. put
down that a course is going to be taught by
the staff. because they may not actuallY
know who is going to teach it.- he said.
"This is a legitimate reason. especial' if
they haven't hired anyone at the time
were compiling the time schedule...
Especially troublesome. Goode said, are
the lower lesel courses which are often
taught hv new instructors or graduate
assistants. or rotated among instructors
within a department.
Goode expects some resistance from the
faculty to this change in university policy-.
Some faculty members look upon this
as a form of evaluation. They feel it will
give students a chance to pick and choose
their instructors.- Goode explained.
'The% 're afraid some courses would he
boycotted. while others would
be
overloaded.•'
In addition to listing the instuctor's
name. Goode also plans to include in next
fall's time schedule the number of seats
ay ailable in each course. Both. he said. are

valuable pieces of information which
should be prosided to the student.
Goode suggested a second time schedule
should be published which would be
available at the beginning of each
semester. This second schedule would
simplify the uniyersity.'s add-drop procedure. he said.
"It would let the student know v. hat the
chances are in getting into a particular
course.- he said, adding his office is
seeking ways to cut add-drop red tape.
Admitting his offut. has had the
capability to include thc names of
instructors in the time schedule for a long
time. Goode said the change last year in his
office to a computerized system has made
the compilation of the time schedule much
easier.
The decision to include the n rnt:S in the
time schedule coincides
with
the
publication of the new unisersity catalog
which excludes instructor's names from
course descriptions. The new catalog is
designed to cover a two-year period.
academic years
Ronald Knight. an information specialist
at UMO's Public Information Center, said
the publication of the new two-year catalog
is an ••cconomy move
Although there is
uncertaints as to how much money will be
sased bs combining the two academic
years in one publication. Knight said last
year's costs hase risen to about S1.10 for
each of the 20.000 unisersity catalogs
printed.

Overnight parking bans put into effect
Overnight parking bans have been put
into effect in the town of Orono and
selected university parking lots until winter
is over.
According to Wesley Knight. director of
public safety
for theOrono
police
department, a section of the Orono traffic
regulations prohibit anyone except taxis to
park on any street for longer than 30
minutes between, midnight and 8 a.m.
between Nov. 1 and April 15.
There is also a regulation allowing town
police to tow away the vehicles of persons
violating the code and to fine violators a
fine not to exceed 510.
Like the Orono town ban, the university
winter parking ban is designed to aid in
snow removal. Bryan Hilchey. assistant

director of police and safety. at UMO. said
the campus ~might parking prohibition
invokes faculty and administration parkin
lots °ills.
"We're definitely banning overnight
parking in the staff parking lot behind
Deering
Hilchey said, explaining the
rest of the administration and facut!y 10.,
v.ill be surveyed by the university
to
see whether an overnight parking problem
exists, and the overnight parking ban will
he applied where needed.
Hilchey said the unisersity•s traffic
committee
passed a regulation in
September. after university
parking
regulations had been printed, establishing
an overnight winter parking ban. Violators
will receive a traffic citation.

Physical plant director Cushman pointed
out that the greenhouse project goes into a
UM system•wide request. which is a
combination of the building requests of all
the other system campuses. compiled by
the chancellor
The Board of Trustees rank the various
requests. and this year. on a system basis.
the greenhouses are listed eighth among
13 "priori* y 3- capital construction
projects. The proposed cost of the green
houses is SI .200.000.
Norman Buck, a former LIMO graduate
and research assistant in the chancellor's
Bangor office. commented. "As I
understand it. not es eryt tong on the
priorities list will he approved by legislature
during the next session. How es er. we
Wiese they will approse the four cheapest
requests...
Of the 13 projects listed in the UM
capital construction program list, the
greenhouses rank as the fifth most
expensive project. There arc eight projects
on the program list with projected costs of
under one million dollars.
The proposed new greenhouses would
be located between Nutting Hall and the
USDA Building, and would consist of a
long building with se% en greenhouse
fingers branching off to one side of the
main structure. The new building would
create an additional 21.500 square feet of
space
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by Aim Stone
Almost all of the agricultural research in
Maine is done at UMO. Any research done
in Orono "could affect the whole state in
the total agriculture field.- said Littlefield.
He added. -The prevent facilities are
outdated as concerned with controlled
research.The College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture prepared a report in February
of 04 describing the conditions of the
greenhouses located next to Deering Hall.
•*Overhead panes are broken and a
number of the supporting frames are rotted
an sagging. Pra:ti,:ally all glass has
become unglazed and loose Sonic were
bloss'n out of frames by high winds in late
December I 1q73). Heat loss from the
structure has been so great that plastic
sheets ha% e been installed over the roof of
several bays to trap escaping energy.Littlefield added that vandalism hasn't
helped the condition of the greenhouses.
"Someone was getting their kicks out of
throwing rocks through the window s.•"
The report cited a need for 22.000 extra
square feet of greenhouse space. citing as
a major reason the growth of faculty and
research staff in proportion to the amount
of space available.
The greenhouses were built in the late
t%entics and early thirties. During the past
forty y.ears, the greenhouses have not
been significantly updated. Littlefield said.
He pointed out a need for controls in
some experiments as another reason whv
new greenhouses are needed. Some
experiments must be conducted in isolation
and some need different levels of
temperature and humidity. These factors
cannot be controlled right now as precisely
as they sometimes need to be. Littlefield
added.
"The benefits (of a new greenhouse)
would come ba'..lt in the form of a better
economy in Maine.- said Littlefield. He
mentioned seseral experiments currently.
in operation to support his statement—experiments in insect control in forests, in
potato and apple diseases, in low -bush
blueberry productisity and management.
and in forage crops.
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Mill St., Orono. Me.
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Breakfast from 12 a.m. - 3 a.m.
Great Cold Sandwiches
from 9 p.m. on
Good ole Irish Coffee too!

CP

Entertainment Upstairs - Downstairs
Blue Grass

Sarah Burbank

Steve Murphy
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Norman Luck
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Dick Bryant
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